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INSTALLER Network

Toshiba recognises the contribution that its network of installers makes towards our continued success story. In-line with our vision

statement we have created a rewards incentive programme that further enhances the benefits available to our loyal customers.

Toshiba installers can continue to exchange loyalty points accumulated for purchasing Toshiba air conditioning products and

redeem them for LOVE2SHOP gift cards, Toshiba air conditioning products or trade installation tools (see below for available

items).

As an additional bonus we now offer a joint marketing initiative, as well as the clothing allowance for all members.

QUALIFYING Conditions

 To qualify for the rewards incentive all members must register with Toshiba Carrier UK Limited or with a Toshiba Distributor,

Toshiba Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved Re-seller to participate in the scheme.

 Only one account holder per company can register as a member.

 Points are accumulated on payment for invoiced purchases of Toshiba air conditioning equipment.

 Sales channels through Toshiba Direct, Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved Re-seller (please refer

to Toshiba web site for supplier details)

 No minimum turnover.

 Customer must adhere to F-Gas regulations and be Refcom registered (or equivalent) and fully compliant (copy of current

Certificate required)

 Please speak to your Toshiba representative, Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved

Re-seller sales person who will be happy to assist with your registration details.

Every £40 net of invoiced purchases equates to 1 point

EXCHANGE rewards points for…

 Love2Shop gift card

 European and Worldwide holidays with Love2Travel

 Toshiba air conditioning units and accessories

 Trade installation products

 Marketing support

Please refer to your monthly statement provided by your supplier for further information
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REWARDS Gift Cards

 Exchange rewards points for Love2Shop gift card

The points accumulated for paid purchases of Toshiba air conditioning units and air conditioning accessories can be

exchanged for Love2Shop gift cards including European and Worldwide holidays with Love2Travel:

Gift Cards

 Argos  BHS  Boots  Cosmos Holidays  Currys  Debenhams  Ernest Jones  Halfords  HMV 
 Homebase  House of Fraser  H.Samuel  Iceland  iTunes  John Lewis  Jet2.com  Kuoni  Matalan 
 Mothercare  M&S  New Look  Officers Club  PC World  Pizza Hut  Principles  River Island 
 Sports Direct  Superbreak  Superdrug  TJ Hughes  TKmax  Ted Baker  The Perfume Shop 
 Thomas Cook  ToysRus’  Waterstones 

Please refer to your monthly statement advice provided by your supplier for further information
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REWARDS Gift Cards

 Exchange Love2Shop gift card for other Love2Shop promotions:

 Love2Shop Mobile
 New purchase of mobile phones, tablets and SIM cards using

Love2Shop Gift Cards
visit www.l2s-mobile.co.uk

 Digital gift codes exchange online for goods or vouchers:
 Amazon, B&Q, Starbucks, iTunes, Debenhams, John

Lewis and many more

 Love2Shop Holidays
 Spend your gift card on a holiday including package holidays,

UK breaks, theme parks, flights, cruises, hotels with airport
parking or simply spend your gift card on a holiday
call 0845 077 4444

 Love2Shop Experiences
 Accepted at a fantastic range of attractions, including Alton

Towers Resort and Gulliver's World Theme Parks
 Can be used at www.love2shopexperiences.co.uk to book

hundreds of unique experiences.
 Activities available include relaxing spa days, flying

lessons, supercar driving and more

Redemption Values for Love2Shop

Value = Points

£100 = 200

£150 = 290

£200 = 380

£250 = 470

£300 = 560

£350 = 650

£400 = 740

£450 = 830

£500 = 920

£550 = 1,000

REWARDS GIFT CARDS
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Air Conditioning Products

 Exchange rewards points for Toshiba air conditioning equipment and accessories

The points accumulated for paid purchases of Toshiba air conditioning units and air conditioning accessories can be

exchanged for more air conditioning units and accessories. Redemption value is equal to net price.
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Air Conditioning Products

 Exchange rewards points for Toshiba air conditioning equipment and accessories

Illustrative example of redemption value at net price.

AIR CONDITIONING PRODUCTS
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RAV-SM566KRT-E
 Retail Price £ 388.00
 Contractor discount 42% £ 162.96
 Net Price £ 225.04
 Points redemption 225

RAV-SM564ATP-E
 Retail Price £ 835.00
 Contractor discount 42% £ 350.70
 Net Price £ 484.30
 Points redemption 484

…Air conditioning exchange rate 1 point = £1

Air conditioning exchange how it works…



TRADE Installation Tools

 Exchange rewards points for air conditioning trade installation tools

The points accumulated for paid purchases of Toshiba air conditioning units and air conditioning accessories can be

exchanged for installation tools listed below:

Promax RG5410 Extreme Recovery unit 110V 1170

Mastercool 99661-EU Digital Manifold 2-Way 744

Hydraulic Crossbow Tube Bender 3/8 - 7/8 tube 670

PRO100 new Style Tube Expander Set (up to 1 1/8) 338

BM4-3-DS-R410A-SRW Manifold Kit 273

Xp-1 Electronic Leak Detector 448

ACCU Charge Electronic Scale 98200-A 193

Clarke TL-2 3.85M Telescopic Ladder 222

CT808F Eccentric Flaring Tool (1/4" - 3/4") 58

TRADE INSTALLATION TOOLS
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MARKETING Contributions

 Rewards Marketing Contribution

The points accumulated for paid purchases of Toshiba air conditioning units and air conditioning accessories can be

exchanged for marketing support (illustrative example Golf day accumulated value £1,000 + TCUK £1,000 = £2,000) or 50/50

Contribution to marketing (limited to a maximum of 1% of member’s annual purchase value) subject to approval by Toshiba

Carrier UK Limited.

 Trade Clothing

 Sign writing of vehicles

 Corporate Days

 Industry Dinners

 Sponsorship

 Sports Events

 Marketing support tools

Marketing claim(s) must be approved in advance by
Toshiba Carrier UK Limited and conform to United Technologies
Corporation guidelines and agreements (available on request)

MARKETING CONTRIBUTIONS
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RETROSPECTIVE Adjustment Credit

A. Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) for Registered Members

 Retrospective adjustment for registered specifications (RAC) 3%

B. Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) for Registered Specifications

A Registered Member on successfully achieving a consultant’s full specification for Toshiba equipment on a specified project

may register that project with the Toshiba Projects Department to obtain and allocate a Toshiba Quote Number (TQN). Proof of

the consultant’s full specification document must subsequently be submitted either by hard copy or electronic form naming the

specifying Registered Member. In the event that more than one Registered Member claims to have specified the project, the

project will be registered to the Registered Member supplying the earliest dated tender document naming the Registered

Member as the Registered Installer.

In the event that the specifying Registered Member’s tender bid is unsuccessful, providing that the successful contractor

purchases Toshiba equipment for the specified project registered on the TQN from Toshiba either direct or through our

registered Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved Re-seller, Toshiba agrees to award the Registered

Member who successfully registered the project with a Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) to the value of 3% of the retail

price of the actual equipment supplied for the specified project as published in the latest Retail Price List. The RAC value will

be processed after our invoiced transaction(s) have been fully paid for by the successful contractor. In the event that our

invoiced transaction(s) is not paid for in full or becomes a bad debt for the specified project, Toshiba reserves the right to

adjust the RAC value to a nil amount.

A spreadsheet will be supplied to each Registered Member who has successfully specified Toshiba air conditioning equipment

on a quarterly basis detailing a running total of their individual claims. The RAC value(s) attained will be confirmed prior to the

year end of 31st December and that value will be added to the Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) for Registered

Specifications accumulated total for the year.

Please note when the specifying Registered Member successfully tenders and wins the specified project and purchases the

equipment from Toshiba either direct or through our registered Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved

Re-seller, the Registered Member will not qualify for the RAC value and the amount is nil.

The RAC scheme is designed to reward the efforts of the specifying Registered Member who has adopted the registration

process and has merited consideration for its invested time in successfully promoting Toshiba air conditioning products.

Working together with Toshiba ultimately provides benefit to only those parties involved.

REGISTERED SPECIFICATIONS
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Example 1: -
ABC Contracting works closely with the specifying authority and gets £100k worth of Toshiba VRF equipment specified on a

project through 123 Consultancy and the tender goes out to several competing contractors. ABC Contracting have registered

the project and obtained a TQN from Toshiba. ABC Contracting’s bid is unsuccessful and the contract is awarded to an

unconnected organisation (or individual) XYZ Contracting who supply and install the equipment.

XYZ Contracting purchases the equipment from Toshiba either direct or through our registered Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba

Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved Re-seller. ABC Contracting is eligible for the Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) of 3% of

the project value. There are no changes to the original tendered specification and the project invoiced value is £100k. XYZ

Contracting has paid the invoiced value in full, therefore, ABC contracting receives a RAC amount of £3,000 and that value will

be added to the Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) for Registered Specifications accumulated total for the year.

Example 2: -
ABC Contracting works closely with the specifying authority and gets £100k worth of Toshiba VRF equipment specified on a

project through 123 Consultancy and the tender goes out to several competing contractors. ABC Contracting have registered

the project and obtained a TQN from Toshiba. ABC Contracting’s bid is unsuccessful and the contract is awarded to an

unconnected organisation (or individual) XYZ Contracting who supply and install the equipment.

XYZ Contracting purchases the equipment from Toshiba either direct or through our registered Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba

Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved Re-seller. ABC Contracting is eligible for the Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) of 3% of

the project value. There are some changes to the original tendered specification and the project invoiced value is £90k. XYZ

Contracting has paid the invoiced value in full, therefore, ABC contracting receives a RAC amount of £2,700 and that value will

be added to the Retrospective Adjustment Credit (RAC) for Registered Specifications accumulated total for the year.

Example 3: -
ABC Contracting works closely with the specifying authority and gets £100k worth of Toshiba VRF equipment specified on a

project through 123 Consultancy and the tender goes out to several competing contractors. ABC Contracting have registered

the project and obtained a TQN from Toshiba. ABC Contracting’s bid is unsuccessful and the contract is awarded to an

unconnected organisation (or individual) XYZ Contracting who supply and install the equipment.

XYZ Contracting decides not to use Toshiba products and purchase equipment produced by a different manufacturer. Toshiba

equipment is not purchased and installed on the project. ABC Contracting is not eligible for RAC and therefore the amount is

nil.

REGISTERED SPECIFICATIONSREGISTERED SPECIFICATIONS
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Example 4: -
ABC Contracting works closely with the specifying authority and gets £100k worth of Toshiba VRF equipment specified on a

project through 123 Consultancy and the tender goes out to several competing contractors. ABC Contracting have registered

the project and obtained a TQN from Toshiba. ABC Contracting’s bid is successful and the contract is awarded to supply and

install the equipment.

ABC Contracting is not eligible for RAC and therefore the amount is nil.

Example 5: -
ABC Contracting works closely with the specifying authority and gets £100k worth of Toshiba VRF equipment specified on a

project through 123 Consultancy and the tender goes out to several competing contractors. ABC Contracting have registered

the project and obtained a TQN from Toshiba. ABC Contracting’s bid is unsuccessful but the contract is awarded to a

connected organisation (or individual) ABC Services who supply and install the equipment.

ABC Services purchases the equipment from Toshiba either direct or through our registered Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba

Wholesaler or Toshiba Approved Re-seller. ABC Services is a connected organisation (or individual), therefore, ABC

Contracting is not eligible for RAC and the amount is nil.

C. RAC Conditions
In the event that the Registered Member fails to adhere to standard terms and conditions of sale, minimum requirements for

membership of the Incentive Scheme, the Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba Wholesaler or Toshiba Re-seller shall have the right, at

its sole discretion, to remove, adjust or suspend any or all of the discounts given.

In the event that the Registered Member fails to prove or provide documentary evidence to confirm a consultant’s

full specification for Toshiba equipment on a specified project, the Toshiba Distributor, Toshiba Wholesaler or Toshiba

Re-seller shall have the right, at its sole discretion, to refuse or allow the Registered Member from making a claim for RAC and

any such claim amount will be nil.

REGISTERED SPECIFICATIONS
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 Rewards Incentive Application Form (illustration)

MEMBER APPLICATION
Ask your

Representative for details
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AIR CONDITIONING
A division of Toshiba Carrier UK Limited

UK Headquarters
United Technologies House, Guildford Road, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9UT

www.toshiba-aircon.co.uk
marketing.uk@toshiba-ac.com

Tel: 44 (0) 1372 220240 Fax: 44 (0) 1372 220241

Technical
Toshiba Carrier UK Limited

Parkfield House
Manchester Old Road

Middleton
Manchester
M24 4DQ

Tel: 0870 843 0333 (option 5)
Fax: 01372 220241

Technical.enquiries@toshiba-ac.com

Plymouth
Toshiba Carrier UK Limited

Porsham Close
Belliver Industrial Estate

Plymouth
Devon

PL6 7DB
Tel: 0870 843 0333 (option 2)

Fax: 01752 784574
toshiba.salesdesk.uk@toshiba-ac.com

http://www.toshiba-aircon.co.uk/
mailto:marketing.uk@toshiba-ac.com

